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Abstract. E-govenunent outsourcing enables government to be relieved from 
IT system construction and maintenance, and concentrate on their management 
affairs, obtaining lower costs, more advanced technology, and less personnel 
demands additionally. This paper analyzes the e-govemment outsourcing 
according to types, advantages, risks, process and crucial factors, which gives 
suggestions on the cooperation between government departments and vendors, 
and contributes to the further healthy development of e-govemment 
outsourcing. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, China has made rapid development of e-govemment, with a total 
of over 10,000 websites at all levels of government departments. The focus in e-
govemment is transferring from system construction to application, while more urgent 
needs from system operation, management and maintenance are put forward [1]. In 
order to put main attentions on core business, e-govemment outsourcing has become 
an important measure to reduce the pressures from cost, technical, as well as 
personnel. E-govemment outsourcing, as a special form of IT outsourcing, is an 
optional IT system management mode for government departments, which means 
software and services about e-govemment, including system constraction, day-to-day 
operation and maintenance and related services, are totally or partly executed by 
professional vendors. 

This paper will analyze the status of Chinese e-govemment outsourcing according 
to its present situation, types, advantages, risks, process and cracial factors. 

2, PRESENT SITUATION OF E-GOVERNMENT 
OUTSOURCING 

E-govemment outsourcing is widely applied among many developed coimtries 
and regions. For example, leaming from commercial users, U.S. government 
departments, ranging from federal agencies, state governments to municipalities, 
generally employ IT professional companies to take charge of their IT services 
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including application system, desktop systems, LAN and WAN management [2]. In 
Hong Kong's development process of e-govemment, system constructions and 
services have been implemented in outsourcing model [1]. 

China has also made many useful attempts in outsourcing of e-govemment, and 
accumulated some experiences. Among more than 200 e-govemment systems in 
Beijing, most projects are completed in the way of outsourcing through commission 
or bidding. 

3. TYPES, ADVANTAGES AND RISKS OF E-GOVERNMENT 
OUTSOURCING 

Distinguishing from other outsourcing projects, e-govemment outsourcing has 
some characters, such as larger project scale, combination of technology, application, 
and management, higher probability of process change, higher security level, great 
project uncertainty and complexity, requirements of long-term and stable services. 

3.1 Types of E-government Outsourcing 

Outsourcing work can be divided into project-type work and process-type work 
[3]. According to the contents, e-govemment outsourcing can be classified into the 
system construction outsourcing (project in nature) and maintenance outsourcing 
(process in nature). 

Moreover, due to the cooperation relationships between governments and service 
vendors, e-govemment outsourcing projects can be divided into market-based, 
partnership, and intermediate types [3]. 

3.2 Advantages of E-government Outsourcing 

The rapid development of e-govemment outsourcing is mainly due to three 
reasons as follows. The first one is cost factor. Outsourcing vendors generally have 
the advantage of scale economics while offering professional services, which means 
they can provide better service at lower cost. Another one is technical factor. 
Outsourcing enable government departments make use of necessary technology 
without making additional investments. The last one is personnel factor. The lack of 
qualified personnel for system construction and operation is very popular in 
governments. In spite of that, with the use of extemal personnel through outsourcing 
projects, government departments are able to solve the problem quite well. 

Governments commonly benefit fi'om e-govemment outsourcing in the following 
aspects: access to advanced technologies, meeting the demands of senior technical 
staffs, flexibility in choosing appropriate technology, flexible cash flow management, 
costs control and saving, as well as optimization of resources allocation. 
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3.3 Risks of E-government Outsourcing 

Thereupon e-govemment outsourcing burdens significant risks, including deficit 
spending risks, security risks, service failure risks, and the risks of losing quality 
control of service or management flexibility [4], As a result, control of the risks in 
outsourcing should be severe and emphasized, which involves cautious decisions 
making on outsourcing, the selection of suitable vendors, reinforcing the terms of the 
contracts, setting a reasonable duration for projects, appropriate restrictions on 
vendors' speculation, and the strict business relationships management. 

4. THE PROCESS OF E-GOVERNMENT OUTSOURCING 

E-govemment outsourcing process is consisted of three consecutive stages, 
including e-govemment outsourcing decision-making, vendor selection, and project 
management. In the whole process, government departments should consider whether 
outsourcing or not, what the criteria is when choosing vendors, and make the decision 
on a long or short term outsourcing agreement, as well as how to prevent the risks and 
monitor vendors. All the process and relative key factors will be analyzed as follows: 

4.1. E-government Outsourcing Decision-making 

To identify whether outsourcing is needed or not, five issues are to be thought 
about. At first, the purpose and benefits of outsourcing must be clear, with a detailed 
feasibility analysis. Secondly, it must be recognized whether or not the outsourcing 
projects are related to core operations and business secrets. In the third aspect, the 
quality of vendors needs to be estimated, because the essence of outsourcing is to use 
the advantages of vendors. Fourthly, the government departments' abilities to 
effectively manage outsourcing as well as control complicated risks have to be 
evaluated to guarantee the projects' successfiil operation. Last but not least, the 
measures should be taken into account when outsourcing contracts expire or fail, 
including how to recover the projects, to facilitate the replacement of outsourcing 
vendors, and to renew the contracts if needed. 

4.2. Vendor Selection 

In regard to the vendors' selection, five other problems should be considered. 1) 
Whether the vendors have a well-known reputation, technology and knowledge about 
e-govemment process. 2) Whether the vendors are experienced in e-govemment 
projects constraction and maintenance, with background of similar projects. 3) 
Whether the vendors are willing to modify their standard practice to meet the 
particular operational and financial needs of e-govemment projects in a flexible 
contract which could be amended by the govemment side. 4) Whether cmcial 
qualified human resources fi'om the vendors can be ensured by contracts, and whether 
the govemment departments have the authority to select staffs from candidates. 5) 
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Whether there is good communication and culture atmosphere integration between 
vendors and governments. 

4.3. E-government Outsourcing Management 

The crucial stage in outsourcing projection's successfiil implement is the vendors' 
management. E-govemment outsourcing doesn't mean leave all IT services to 
vendors, but should retain a small crucial portion of management in departments. 
Staffs are assigned to be responsible for managing the relationships with vendors, 
supervision and approval of vendors' technical decision, accumulating outsourcing 
experience, developing future outsourcing decisions, negotiating outsourcing 
contracts, as well as developing e-govemment strategies accordant with the evolution 
of the government's overall goals. 

5. CRUCIAL FACTORS OF E-GOVERNMENT OUTSOURCING 
SUCCESS 

5.1. Type of E-government Outsourcing 

In e-govemment outsourcing field, for system constmctions, it's more appropriate 
to establish market-based type projects in complete contracts. While for system 
maintenance, which contain large number of uncertain factors, things become more 
complex. Long-term partnership-based type projects should be carried out on the 
basic of contracts lasting 5-10 years, which is an efficient way to ensure the asset 
specificity investment, sharing risks and benefits between both sides. 

5.2. Contracts 

Precise and detailed contracts should be made on vendors' responsibility, service 
standard and price, which are also the basis of evaluation for vendors. In the perfect 
contracts, vendors' income is linked with the level of service, and mles of 
punishments are established according to the service too, which are the basis for 
resolving the disputes during the outsourcing process. Otherwise, once dispute arises, 
without the corresponding contract agreement, it will induce huge lost to both sides. 
On the other side, perfect outsourcing contracts also maintain a certain degree of 
flexibility to respond to business and technology changes brought by the uncertainty, 
which can not be completely avoided, so that it's necessary to formulate appropriate 
mles in contracts to deal with controversy and uncertainty. 
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53. Control of Outsourcing Vendors 

In e-govemment outsourcing, the control of vendors is composed of price control, 
authority control, and trust control, which correspond to specific management 
mechanisms respectively [5]. E-govemment outsourcing is the combination of three 
mechanisms above, meanwhile in different outsourcing relationships, mechanisms 
have corresponding emphasis. For example, the rewards and punishments in contracts 
belong to price control mechanism; authority control regulars the approval of changes 
and reporting systems; and the evaluation of outsourcing services, as well as the 
priority right to sign contracts for the next contract, are adjusted by trust control 
mechanism. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper gives detailed and comprehensive analyzes about the types, 
advantages, risks, process, and crucial factors of e-govemment outsourcing. It is 
concluded that government departments should be concemed with e-govemment 
outsourcing process in terms of decision-making, vendor selection, and project 
management, with some factors being noticed, such as type of e-govemment 
outsourcing, contracts, and control of outsourcing vendors. 

In conclusion, e-govemment outsourcing is becoming an inevitable trend in 
public affairs management. E-govemment outsourcing is becoming an optimal way 
for efficient service-oriented government. 
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